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ABSTRACT

A centrifugal atomizer (spinning disk variety) was designed and
constructed for the production of spherical metal powders, 100-1000
microns in diameter in an inert atmosphere. Initial atomization
experiments revealed the need for a better understanding of how the liquid
metal was atomized and how the liquid droplets solidified. To investigate
particle atomization, Ag was atomized in air and the process recorded on
high-speed film. To investigate particle solidification, Al-32.7wt.% Cu was
atomized under inert atmosphere and the subsequent particles were
examined microscopicaUy to determine solidification structure and rate.
This dissertation details the experimental procedures used in
producing the Al-Cu eutectic aUoy particles, examination of the particle
microstructures, and determination of the solidification characteristics
(e.g., solidification rate) of various phases. Finally, correlations are
proposed between the operation of the centrifugal atomizer and the
observed solidification spacings.
This research was supported in part by the Office of Basic Energy
Science, USDOE. The Ames Laboratoiy is operated by Iowa State
University for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract number W7405-Eng-82.
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INTRODUCTION

General Introduction
It has been known for nearly four decades that rapid quenching of a
liquid alloy may result in much finer microstructures and/or metastable
phases (Refs. 1 and 2). Such microstructural attributes often result in
superior physical and chemical properties compared with microstructures
produced at more conventional solidification rates (Refs. 3 and 4).
Producing rapidly solidified microstructures in conventionally sized ingots
is difficult, at best, and usually impossible. Thus, is it beneficial to solidify
a melt into many very small "ingots," i.e., powder particles.
While there are many atomization methods which may produce
rapidly solidified powder, the research documented in this dissertation
involves a centrifugal atomizer developed at the Ames Laboratory.
Descriptions of the atomizer construction and operation wiU be presented
along with results of particle microstructural analyses which indicate the
solidification capabilities of the atomizer.
For many powder applications, the powder shape, size, and
microstructure are as important as the chemical composition. One should
be able to control these attributes if one expects to make useable powder.
In order to do this efficiently (as opposed to a trial and error approach), one
must understand how the atomization parameters affect the particle

attributes. Studying cause and effect relationships for the myriad
parameters and measurable attributes is well beyond the scope of any
single dissertation. In this work, we will be studying only the solidification
structure of particles produced by the centrifugal atomizer described below.

The Centrifugal Atomizer with Spray Quenching (CASQ)
A spinning disk atomizer was designed and constructed at the Ames
Laboratory for the purpose of making spherical metal powder particles
between 100 and lOOOum in diameter (Ref. 5). Early work with this
machine involved the atomization of silver and silver-15wt.% copper in an
uncontrolled air atmosphere, with a quenchant bath (water or silicone oil)
rotating concentrically about the atomization disk to quench and contain
the metal droplets. In his research using this atomizer, Funke calculated
that the time required for solidification should be much less for particles
cooled in the quenchant bath (water) than for those cooled by He gas
convection only (0.025 seconds as opposed to 0.22 seconds for a 1mm Ag
droplet). In order to atomize air-sensitive materials, the centrifugal
atomizer was placed in an air-tight chamber which was evacuated and
backfilled to provide an inert processing atmosphere (Ref. 6). The rotating
quench bath was retained from the original design; eventually, however, the
quenchant "wall" was deemed to be mechanically rigid, resulting in
deformation of the atomized metal droplets (Ref. 7). To provide liquid

quenching of a more gentle nature, the rotating bath was replaced with
concentric liquid sprays (Fig. 1), The quenchant used in this study was a
polydimethyl siloxane fluid with a viscosity of 5 centiStokes.
Nominal operation of the atomizer is as follows (see Figs. 1 and 2):
1. the metal charge is induction melted in the crucible la and heated to
the desired pouring temperature under an inert atmosphere {usu. UHP
Ar);
2. the molten metal is poured by lifting a stopper rod (not shown) which
was blocking the pour hole in the crucible bottom;
3. the metal stream 2a strikes the spinning refractory disk, lb/2b, wets
the disk, and is atomized at the disk periphery;
4. the atomized droplets (•) travel through the static atmosphere for
approximately 50 mm and then contact the first silicone oil spray sheet
2c;
5. the quenched droplets travel another 50 mm and contact the second
silicone oil spray sheet 2d;
6. the double-quenched droplets then wash through the collection system
to the collection/separation can Id where the powder is separated from
the quenchant. The quenchant returns by way of a gear pump (not
shown) to the manifold and is resprayed. The quenchant spray pressure
is controlled by two needle valves le.
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50 cm

le

O

Id
J—

la - crucible
lb - atomization disk
Ic - drive motor
Id - powder collection
le - quenchant valve
• - atomized powder

n

Figure 1. Partial-sectioned view of the centrifugal atomizer with spray
quenching (CASQ) during operation.

5

i
5 cm

2a - metal stream
2b - atomization disk
2c - inner quench spray
2d - outer quench spray
• - droplet/particle
droplet path

Figure 2. Schematic of atomization and droplet quenching in the CASQ.

Literature Review
Centrifugal atomization
Of the many powder production methods used today, centrifugal
atomization is among the most efficient and versatQe. Centrifugal
atomization has been used for decades for dispersing fuels, creating
fertilizer powders, and spray drying. Typically, centrifugal atomization
involves the breakup of a liquid by a spinning disk (Refs. 7 and 8), cup (Ref.
9), or rod (Ref. 10); in some cases, a secondary breakup mechanism is also
employed (Refs. 10 and 11). Heat removal from the droplets may occur in a
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variety of manners such as during flight through vacuum or gas (inert or
ambient atmosphere) (Refs. 8, 10, 12, and 13); contact with liquid fogs (Ref.
14), sprays (Ref. 15), or baths (Refs. 6, 7, 16, and 17); or by contact with a
solid surface (Refs. 4 and 18). The heat extraction method used will
generally affect the powder's final shape and microstructure (e.g., impact
with a solid surface produces splats). Further descriptions of centrifugal
atomization and atomizer designs may be found in Refs. 11, 19, and 20.

Atomized droplet solidification
While an atomized droplet may, in most cases, be compared to a tiny
ingot casting, the solidification of a small liquid droplet can differ
significantly from that of a large ingot. The cooling rate for a droplet is
t3^ically much greater due to its high surface-to-volume ratio. Faster
cooling postpones nucleation (increases undercooling) and increases heat
extraction during solidification, leading to growth in the Yapid solidification'
regime. Most atomization techniques fall under the generic heading of
rapid solidification.
Rapid solidification (RS) is a phrase used loosely to describe solid
growth at a high rate. Various groups have set definitions for RS such as:
cooling rates beyond 100 K/s (Ref. 21), solidification velocities greater than
one centimeter per second (Ref. 22), and Peclet numbers greater than unity
(Ref. 23). (The Peclet number, Pe, equals the ratio of microstructure scale,

e.g., interlamellar spacing, to diffusive length: Pe = ^ (Ref. 24).) While
f^J
the phrases Yapid solidification rate' and 'rapid cooling rate' are often used
interchangeably, it is important, especially in the area of atomization, not to
confuse solidification rate with cooling rate (Refs. 4 and 25). The following
two examples should clarify the differences.
Heterogeneous nucleants are inherent in a volume of liquid metal.
The wide variety of nucleant sizes, chemical compositions, and crystal
structures resident in a melt corresponds to a significant variation in their
potential to nucleate solid (Ref. 26). Those that nucleate solid easily are
said to be more potent than those which do not.
In a conventional ingot casting, the probable number of active
nucleants which may provide nucleation is very high due to the large
volume of metal. The casting mold itself will provide many opportunities for
nucleation, thus allowing nucleation to occur at a relatively low
undercooling (5-10°C). In laser surface melting, nucleation is not required
as the liquid solidifies epitaxially on the substrate. In cases such as these,
the solidification rate is considered to be proportional to the cooling rate
since the solid growth is only limited by heat extraction.
Conversely, there are situations where substantial nucleation
barriers may exist. In the case of a finely divided melt, the density of

catal3rtic nucleation sites in any given liquid division may be drastically
reduced from that in the bulk liquid (Ref. 26). Some droplets will have very

potent nucleants (resulting in a low undercooling) while some will have
nucleants which are fairly innocuous, allowing larger undercooling. If the
undercooling is sufficient, a droplet may absorb part or all of its own latent
heat (recalescence) and therefore require no external heat extraction during
this part of solidification (i.e., cooling rate could be zero) (see Fig. 3).
Compared to ingot-rate solidification, RS results in a finer
microstructural scale because of the shorter time allowed for solute
diffusion (Refs. 28 and 29). At an extreme, the solute diffusion can be
slower than the time allowed by the advancing solidification front, and the
solute can be "trapped" in a supersaturated solid phase.
In an early NASA study of droplet solidification, Shiohara at al. noted
a general trend wherein the droplet exhibiting the finest structure
corresponds to that with the highest undercooling (Ref. 30). This figure of
merit will be employed for some of the conclusions presented here.

The aluminum-copper alloy system
The Al-Cu alloy system exhibits a eutectic reaction at 32.7wt.% Cu
(17. lat.% - Fig. 4). This eutectic is a regular, lamellar eutectic consisting of
the a-Al phase (5.65wt.% Cu at Teut), hereafter referred to as just a, and the
0

phase (AbCu - 52.5wt.% Cu at

Teut).

Under conventional conditions (i.e.,

ingot solidification with little undercooling), the phases grow as interlocked
plates with volume fractions of 0.46 and 0.54 for the a and

0

phases,
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and then external heat flow) (after Ref. 27).
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Figure 4. Partial Al-Cu phase diagram (after Ref. 31).

respectively.
The Al-AlaCu eutectic has been often studied with regard to
solidification because of its regular structure and the readily available
thermodynamic data. Various solidification techniques have been
employed, generally striving for faster solidification velocities and greater
undercoolings to explore metastable phases, extended solubilities and
amorphous transformations (Refs. 24 and 32-35). The sections below
provide an overview of AI-AI2CU solidification under diverse conditions.
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Solidification in a mold
In the early sixties, Hogan solidified alloys bordering the eutectic
composition using varying cooling rates (i.e., insulated mold, air-cooled
mold, and water-quenched mold) in order to study the interaction of
primary phases and the eutectic (Ref. 36). Hogan noted that, in
hypoeutectic alloys, primary a-Al dendrites are seen, invariably surrounded
by a narrow Tialo' of 0. This haloing of the a was conjectured to occur when
the liquid composition about the a dendrite became rich enough in copper
to allow the nucleation of AlaCu. By suddenly quenching hypoeutectic
samples cooled just to the eutectic arrest point, Hogan was able to show
that the primary a dendrites and corresponding 0 haloes form in the liquid
prior to eutectic growth. The eutectic lamellae then grow around the
dendrites, evidently nucleating independently at the mold walls.
The same experiment conducted with hypereutectic samples showed
that growth of the eutectic is closely related to the primary 0 dendrites, and
appears to depend on the 0 dendrites for nucleation.
In his work involving casting of the eutectic alloy into a wedge-shaped
mold, Mirochnichenko showed that, for cooling rates greater than 10^°C/s,
a degenerate (irregular) structure would form (Ref. 37). He concluded that
the degenerate structure could come about in two ways: 1) one eutectic
phase could overtake the other at very high degrees of undercooling,
envelope the lagging phase, and necessitate renucleation of the lagging
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phase or 2) it may be possible to nucleate both phases simultaneously and
independently at high rates of supercooling.

Directional solidification
Directional solidification (DS) studies of Al-Cu eutectic alloys have
typically been concerned with growth velocity and thermal gradient effects
on interlamellar spacing, colony formation, and eutectic breakdown. In
their 1961 paper, Kraft and Albright studied the colony microstructure
often found in Al-Cu eutectic specimens containing small amounts of
impurities (see Fig. 5) (Ref. 38). If the amount of impurities is greater than

colony

IOmixl

Figure 5. Eutectic colonies in the Al-32.7wt.% Cu eutectic.

that which can dissolve in the solidifying a and 9 phases, the Liquid ahead
of the solidification front will become enriched in impurity atoms. This
change in composition may lower the solidification temperature of the liquid
(constitutional supercooling) ahead of the planar eutectic front, causing the
front to form cells of eutectic with a lower melting temperature phase in
between. Kraft and Albright found that eutectic colonies form only when
the ratio of the thermal gradient to the solidification velocity (G/Vs) is below
a critical value (about 10°C/cm-2-hr). Changing the thermal gradient
appears to have a larger effect compared to changing the solidification
velocity. Also, the tendency to form colonies increases with increasing
impurity concentration.
In a similar study, Chadwick found the critical G/Vs value for his
specimens (99.999% purity) to be approximately 5°C/cm'^-hr (Ref. 39). This
discrepancy with Kraft and Albright's value is hardly surprising considering
the apparent sensitivity of colony formation to small changes in impurity
content. Colony formation was suppressed at all G/Vs values for zone
refined constituents. Chadwick also noted that the lameUae diverge and
thicken at the colony boundaries making it necessary to calculate Vs using
only lamellae in the center of the colony.
Besides colony formation, Chadwick's work revealed the formation of
a degenerate (irregular) structure at low growth rates, i.e., less than 3|im/s.
This structure appears to be independent of sample purity, but dependent
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upon grain orientation since, with decreasing growth rates, some grains
show degeneracy before others.
Additional experiments involving the directional solidification of the
Al-Al^Cu eutectic may be found in Refs. 40 and 41.

Laser surface scanning
In laser surface remelting, a high-power laser beam is used to remelt
a narrow strip on the surface of a homogenized sample. Due to the
intimate contact between the liquid and the solid, and the relatively large
thermal mass of the substrate, heat extraction from the liquid is very fast
and solidification rates are correspondingly high (Ref. 24). Since the liquid
is in contact with the solid substrate, there is no need for nucleation and
undercooling is negligible (Ref. 24).
Using the laser remelting technique, Zimmermann et al. showed that
parallel lamellae grow at solidification velocities less up to 20 cm/s with
interlamellar spacings, X, as low as 17nm (Ref. 24). Above 20 cm/s the
lamellae become wavy and the 0' and 0" phases begin to replace the 0
phase. Above 50cm/s, the Peclet number becomes greater than unity and
the eutectic is replaced by bands. Based on their observations,
Zimmerman et al. proposed the metastable phase diagram shown in Fig. 6.
In a later paper, Gill et al. reported the results of a study on the
solidification of hypoeutectic alloys (Ref. 42). All three alloy compositions
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Figure 6. Metastable phase diagram proposed by Zimmerman et al. (Ref.
24).
(26, 27, and 28wt.% Cu) showed regular eutectic growth between about 5
and 20 cm/s with the solidification structure changing from eutectic to
either dendritic or cellular a within this range of growth rates. Beyond
20cm/s, only dendritic growth of the a phase was seen with interdendritic
0. Gill further reports that the microstructure became banded at about 1
m/s growth velocity with the 9' phase not replacing 0 until after banding
began, in contrast to Zimmerman et al.'s findings. The interlamellar
spacing and solidification velocity data for the eutectic growth regions
correspond very well with the equation

reported by
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Jones (Ref. 43).
Gill et al. calculated a metastable phase diagram in order to explain
banding seen in the Al-Cu system (Ref. 32). Bands composed of alternating
regions of supersaturated a and either the eutectic phase or a cells with
intercellular 0' form perpendicular to the growth direction. The diagram
(Fig. 7) features a constant a solidus temperature from about 20 to 48wt.%
Cu and an azeotrope at 42% Cu where the a solidus, a liquidus, and a To
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Figure 7. Calculated phase diagram for the Al-Cu system showing
metastable extensions (after Ref. 42).
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temperatures coincide (Ref. 32). The constant solidus temperature implies
a limitation for eutectic formation at veiy high undercoolings.
Gill and Kurz provided one of the most detailed studies using
hypereutectic alloys (36, 40, and 44wt.% Cu) (Ref. 44). Again the eutectic
spacing and solidification data fit the

88zi/w^ /s
= ——
relationship, but this
A.

time dendritic 0 is seen at low growth velocities (as expected by the Cu-rich
composition). The velocity at which the 0 dendrite/eutectic growth changes
to lamellar eutectic growth increases with increasing Cu composition. With
increasing velocity, the regular eutectic became wavy (2X mode) and then
banded as seen in the hypoeutectic study mentioned above. By plotting
their observations (and those of others) on a velocity vs. composition plot,
Gill and Kurz were able to create the regime map shown in Fig. 8.
An interesting feature of Gill and Kurz's regime map is the prediction
of a cells or dendrites at the eutectic composition for solidification velocities
between about 20 and 60 cm/s. Earlier work on the eutectic composition
showed the regular lamellae becoming wavy and then changing directly to a
banded structure.

Melt spinning
Zhang et al. performed single-roller (i.e., melt-spinning) experiments
on Al-Cu alloys of hypo-, hyper-, and on-eutectic compositions (Ref. 33).
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Figure 8. Regime map for the rapid solidification of alloys in the Al-Cu
system (after Ref. 44).
For noneutectic compositions, primaiy phases (dendrites) and eutectic were
seen at the unchilled side of the ribbons, but only eutectic was observed at
the chilled (i.e., roller) side. From this it appears that the primary phases
develop at lower cooUng/solidification rates. For samples of 30, 32.7, and
40wt.% Cu composition, irregular lamellae and microcellular features were
observed at the chilled side of the ribbon.
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Secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) measurements on the
noneutectic alloys indicate that the cooling rate towards the unchllled edge
was about 10^ °C/s. Plotting the minimum measured SDAS against
composition (Fig. 9) indicates that primary dendrites persist at higher
solidification rates for compositions farther from the eutectic. This is
consistent with the fact that coupled eutectic-only growth requires greater
undercooling for compositions further from eutectic.
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Figure 9. Secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) versus composition for
single-roller solidified Al-Cu alloys (after Ref. 33).

Splat quenching
Splat quenching has been a favorite rapid solidification technique for
many alloys because of the large cooling rate attainable and the various
models which have been derived to calculate the cooling rate from splat
thickness (Refs. 34 and 35). Cooling rates of 10^ - 10® K/s are typically
attributed to this technique (Refs. 29 and 35).
In a 1969 review of rapid quenching from the melt, Giessen presented
findings which showed that the solid solubility of Cu in A1 could be
extended from the equilibrium value of 2.5at.% to 18at.% using splat
quenching (Ref. 46). Davies and Hull's studies showed that it is possible to
quench the eutectic alloy fast enough (5x10® K/s) to form an amorphous
phase (Refs. 34 and 35). Scott's experiments on splat quenching of the
eutectic alloy showed three solidification morphologies: parallel lamellae, a
degenerate structure, and a radial lamellar arrangement believed to be due
to nucleation at primary phases (Ref. 45). As with the melt-spinning
observations, the degenerate structure occurred in the region of the alloy
which was in contact with the substrate surface. A maximum cooling rate
of 2x10^ K/s was calculated using the measured interlamellar spacings.

Droplet solidification
Using differential scanning calorimetiy (DSC), Mueller and Perepezko
studied the solidification of undercooled Al-Cu droplets (about 25 to 44wt.%
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Cu) formed by a well-established droplet emulsion technique (Ref. 47). DSC
was used to determine the nucleation temperature and cooling rates of the
particles when subjected to cooling in the DSC chamber, cooling in free air,
and water quenching. Coupling the nucleation temperature with the
observed microstructures, Mueller and Perepezko developed an
approximate coupled growth zone as shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10. Al-Cu phase diagram showing data points and proposed
coupled growth zone from Mueller and Perepezko (Ref. 47).
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The particles in Mueller and Perepezko's study often exhibited two
distinct growth regions, one being irregular eutectic (Zone A) and one
lamellar eutectic (Zone B) (see Fig. 11). The fraction of particles containing
two zones was dependent on cooling rate; i.e., larger fractions of two-zone
particles were produced at higher cooling rates. Mueller and Perepezko
deduced that Zone A formed at the nucleation site and during recalescence
(i.e., internal heat absorption). Once recalescence was complete, external
heat flow was required, the solidification rate decreased, and the eutectic
structure became regular as seen in Zone B.
For the hypoeutectic particles. Zone B contained a cells with lamellar
eutectic in between while in the hypereutectic particles. Zone B contained 0
dendrites with lamellar eutectic in between. The compositions at which
primary phases were seen in the off-eutectic alloys were dependent upon
cooling rate; at higher cooling rates, primary phases appeared at

Zone B (lamellar)

Figure 11. Simplified sketch of a typical two-zone eutectic particle crosssection.
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compositions farther from eutectic indicating a region of coupled growth
which expands with increased undercooling (as was seen in the Zhang et al.
results).
While the irregular, Zone A structure is described as forming during
internal heat absorption, MueUer and Perepezko show that external heat
flow must also play a role during this growth period. For particles of
similar size with the same nucleation temperature, the interlamellar
spacing at the Zone A/Zone B transition decreased with increasing cooling
rate. Mueller and Perepezko propose that this effect may be more
prominent in multiphase alloys (such as eutectics) which require solute
diffusion for growth.

Outline of the Research
The intent of the research described in this document was to
determine what effect the CASQ parameters have on particle size, shape,
and microstructure. In order to do so, it was decided to atomize Ag in air to
study particle formation and quenching and to atomize the Al-32.7wt.% Cu
eutectic to determine the range of solidification rates possible. Measuring
the interlamellar spacings in atomized particles allows the calculation of
solidification rates. Observations of the microstructures also allows some
speculation about nucleation temperatures and solidification paths.
Silver was atomized only a few times and only charge pouring and

atomization were studied. There was insufficient time during this research
to investigate droplet/quench spray interactions.
The Al-Cu eutectic alloy was atomized with three different quenching
variations in order to correlate the applied cooling conditions to the
observed microstructures. In the first case, no quenching was employed
and the metal droplets solidified by heat transfer to a static, inert gas. This
case was designated the "zero-quench" case. The second quenching
arrangement used the outer of the two liquid quenching sprays and was
therefore dubbed "one-quench." Predictably, the final case used both liquid
quenching sprays and is referred hereafter as the "two-quench" case.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Atomization
Silver was atomized in open air using a nickel atomization disk of the
shallow disk lype described later. A resistance heater was used to melt the
Ag charge in a high-density, high-purity alumina crucible, the molten
charge being bottom poured as in the CASQ. As particle shape and
solidification were not studied for these atomizations, the particulate was
caught in a metal can situated concentric to the atomization disk.
Below are detailed the procedures used in the preparation and
operation of the CASQ atomizer. Table 1 provides processing details for
each of the Al-Cu atomization experiments.

Charge and melting system preparation
The charge (Al-32.7wt.% Cu) was prealloyed from 99.999% purity
aluminum (major impurities - 6.3 ppmw O, 4.3 ppmw Si) and 101 grade
copper (typical major impurities - 20 ppmw O, 10 ppmw C, 1.5 ppmw Fe,
1.2 ppmw Ag). The aluminum and copper were melted in a graphite
crucible and cast into a water-cooled copper mold to form two ingots,
approximately 5cm in diameter and 25cm long. Analysis of the cast
material showed a copper content of 33.5±lwt.% (0.8wt.% over the
published eutectic composition) and interstitial impurities of 20 ppmw O,

Table 1. Atomization parameters for the Al-32.7wt.% Cu experiments.
run

crucible

disk type
(speed rpm)

pouring
temp. (°C)

initial pour
rate (g/s)

quench

1

alumina

deep Fe
(10,000)

675

25

static argon

2

alumina

deep Fe
(10,000)

700

32

1 liquid
spray

3

graphite

shallow Ni
(7950)

625

11

2 liquid
sprays

4

graphite

shallow Fe
(7950)

700

27

2 liquid
sprays

5

graphite

deep Fe
(7960)

625

26

2 liquid
sprays

6

alumina

toothed Ni+
(7960)

625

26

2 liquid
sprays

^ The toothed Ni disk was a shallow disk with holes punched from the back
of the disk to create "shark's teeth" on the disk surface. It was hoped
that these teeth would break through any oxide layer present on the
liquid metal and encourage wetting.
ISppmw C, and about Ippmw N. The cast ingots were sawn into chunks,
cleaned ultrasonically with soap and water, rinsed with clear water and
alcohol, and air dried.
The melting systems used were either graphite crucible/alumina
stopper rod or alumina crucible/alumina stopper rod combinations.
Alumina in every case was high purity (99.8%) and high density (98%) and
was baked in air at 800°C for at least six hours to remove water and
residual organics. Charge temperature was monitored using a Type C (W5%Re vs. W-26%Re) thermocouple inserted in the hollow stopper rod with
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output to a digital thermometer.

Atomizer preparation
Each atomization experiment began with the atomization system
cleaned of residual powder and oil from previous experiments. The
quenchant oil was filtered prior to each experiment to remove particulate
greater than about fifteen microns. A clean atomization disk of either iron
or nickel (see Fig. 12) was used for each experiment; the center restraining
pin was tantalum in every case.
The melting system and charge were loaded into the chamber, the
chamber sealed, evacuated by mechanical pumping (final vacuum typically

j:
s.

o
Figure 12. Unused atomization disks insulated with zirconia felt and low
density alumina backing: a) deep disk and b) shallow disk
designs.
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below 30 millitorr) and backfilled to slightly above one atmosphere with
UHP Ar gas. The atomizer drive motor speed (as reported by a noncontact
tachometer) was set to the desired value.
After evacuation and backfilling, all of the quenchant system valves
were opened to allow quenchant to enter the spray manifold and quenchant
and powder to exit to the collection can. (For the one-quench powder
atomization, only the outer quench spray was employed and for the zeroquench powder atomization, neither quench spray was used.) The
quenchant throttle valves were adjusted during the earliest atomizer
experiments and were not readjusted for any of the experiments described
here. Throttle settings were done by eye as follows: the inner spray was set
at the lowest pressure which would just form a continuous curtain and the
outer spray was set to a slightly higher pressure to provide additional
cooling and to change the particle trajectories. Additionally, there was a
flow of oil supplied at the top of the collection cone to aid in washing the
powder into the collection can (this was not used in the zero-quench
atomization).

Atomizer operation
Induction power (9600 Hz) was used to heat either the crucible (when
graphite was used) or a tantalum susceptor (when an alumina crucible was
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used). Heating was typically very fast due to the small charge masses
involved (average 450g) and the plethora of induction power available
{50kW); no temperature inflection could be seen to indicate melting. When
necessary, the power supply was toggled on and off in order to allow the
charge temperature to equilibrate just above the melting temperature.
The atomizer drive motor was started prior to reaching the desired
pouring temperature. When the pouring temperature was reached, the
stopper rod was lifted by remote control, allowing the liquid metal charge to
pour onto the spinning atomization disk (about 16cm below the crucible).
The quenching sprays were started only after it was observed that liquid
metal was contacting the atomization disk. Since some of the quenchant
Invariably sprays on the atomization disk, it was believed that wetting of the
atomization disk by the liquid charge could be encouraged by delaying the
start of the oil sprays. The quenchant flow was maintained for
approximately one minute after metal pouring was complete, in order to
continue sweeping the powder/quenchant slurry into the collection can.
The atomizer chamber was opened after the crucible and unpoured
charge had cooled to room temperature and the oil fog had recondensed.
Atomized material was recovered from the silicone oil quenchant by
decantation and filtering, cleaned with heptane or toluene and dried under
vacuum. For those particles which were not oil quenched (i.e., zero-quench
powder), no cleaning was performed.
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High-speed cinematography and videotaping
A high-speed (10,000 frames per second), 16mm film camera was
used to record the Ag pouring and atomization. Due to the high rate of film
usage, the camera was only capable of recording about 6 seconds of the
atomization run, so timing was crucial. For the few experiments we
actually conducted with this arrangement, we found that manually lifting
the stopper rod and starting the camera worked sufficiently well.
A high-speed video camera (0.004 second shutter speed) was used to
record the zero-quench atomization. The video was analyzed at slow speed
to investigate how the molten metal stream interacts with the atomization
disk and to develop some understanding of the variation in thermal
histories possible with atomized powders. The thermal history of an
atomized particle has a direct influence on the particle's microstructure.

Powder Characterization
Size analysis
The cleaned and dried powders were sieved according to ASTM
designation B214-86, excepting that the entire powder yield was sieved
rather than just a representative fraction of the total. The separated
powder masses were measured and plotted to determine the particle size
distributions. Median particle diameters were determined from the 50th
percentile diameter as read from the cumulative distribution plots.
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Standard deviations,

cr,

and

cr,,

(J. = — and or, = ^ where
^50
• «I6

were calculated using the equations

=(t, for a log-normal distribution (Ref. 11).

Typical standard deviations for commercial centrifugal atomizers are
between 1.3 and 1.6 (Ref. 11).

Microscopic sample preparation
For shape analysis, particles from various size ranges were placed on
conductive tape and examined using a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
at various magnifications. For microstructural analyses, both electron and
optical microscopy were used to view the mounted and polished samples
prepared as described below.
A representative number of particles from each size range were mixed
with a small amount of epoxy and placed in a short piece of copper tubing
used as a containment ring. After the epojQ^ had hardened, the sample was
mounted in Bakelite and poUshed using the following procedure:
• The sample was lightly ground by hand on 600 grit SiC paper until a
majority of particles were seen to touch at their diameters.
• The sample was polished with O.S^im alumina/water slurry to remove
the 600 grit scratches.
• The sample was final polished with 0.05|im alumina/water slurry
until all scratches were removed.
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• The sample was etched with Keller's etch (1 ml HF, 1.5 ml HCl, 2.5
ml HNO3 and 95 ml water) for approximately three seconds to reveal
microstructural detail.
•

Electron microscopy samples were coated with a thin layer of vapordeposited carbon to provide electrical conductivity.
Only spherical and spheroidal particles whose cross-sections were

touching or nearly touching (allowing for the measurement of a true
diameter) were chosen for study. Because only a small portion of the
particles was removed during grinding, and the particles in each mount
were from a narrow size range, the measured particle diameters should be
very close to the true particle diameters.
Photomicrographs were taken of a number of particles at various
magnifications and used for Lnterlamellar spacing measurements, powder
diameter measurements, and to analyze phase occurrence. Since many of
the particles were nonspherical, both a minimum and maximum diameter
were measured and the average of the two diameters reported. The aspect
ratio for each particle was also calculated as the ratio of the maximum
diameter to the minimum.

Microstructural measurements
lnterlamellar spacings in the eutectic were calculated by measuring
perpendicularly across as many parallel lamellae as possible and dividing
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the distance measured by the number of lamellae pairs crossed (Fig. 13).
Due to the large variety of spacings and large number of grains in many of
the particles, measurements could sometimes only be made across a few
lamellae pairs. Furthermore, the two-dimensional quality of the photos
precluded knowledge of the three-dimensional orientation of the eutectic
lameUae. Lamellae of an obviously low-angle orientation, as exhibited by a
wavy lameUar structure (Refs. 48 and 49), were ignored (see Figs. 14 and
15). Scott shows that spacing values derived from lameUae sectioned at
even a 20° angle would be in error by only about 6% (Ref. 45).

Figure 13. Sample photo showing measurement of a typical interlamellar
spacmg.

(10/wm)x(1000/z/w//w/w)

_

—
= 0.27nm spacmg.
(\3lamellae pairs) x {ISSQmagnificatiori)
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Figure 14. Effect of sectioning angle on lamellae appearance: a)
rectangular unit volume, b) uniform lamellae indicating a nearperpendicular sectioning angle, and c) wavy lamellae indicating
a low sectioning angle.

Figure 15. Micrograph comparing lamellae sectioned at a) low angle and b)
near perpendicular.
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Calculations
The interlamellar spacings measured on the micrographs were
converted to actual spacings by dividing the measured spacing by the
magnification of the micrograph (the magnification was calculated by
measuring the length of the micron bar on the photomicrograph and
dividing by the actual length). This spacing was then used in the equation

A

Is

calculate the local solidification velocity, Vs.

Electron microprobe analvsis
Analyses were performed on some powder samples using an electron
microprobe equipped with a wavelength dispersive spectrometer (WDS).
The microprobe samples were prepared in a manner similar to the electron
microscopy samples described above.

Differential thermal analyses
Differential thermal analyses (DTA) were performed on two powder
samples (-500+450nm and -75+63|im) produced using the one-quench
atomization method. The three temperature excursions used on the
samples were:
1. heating (IO°C/min.) - 150°C to 600°C
cooling (10°C/min.) - 600°C to 150°C,
2. heating (10°C/min.) - 150°C to 600°C
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cooling (10°C/min.) - 600°C to 538°C
holding 1 minute - 538°C (Excursion #1 showed nucleation
beginning at 538°C; this sample was therefore held at 538°C to see
if nucleation could be promoted),
cooling (10°C/min.) -

to ISO^C,

3. heating (30°C/min.) - 150°C to 600°C
cooling (30°C/min.) - 600°C to 150'C.
The samples, about 50mg each, were contained in high purity, high density
alumina and the temperature excursions were performed under UHP Ar
gas. The sample powders from DTA examinations 2 and 3 were mounted
and sectioned for microstructural analyses and correlation to the DTA
thermographs.
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RESULTS

General Observations
The Ag atomization experiments went very smoothly overall, although
charge melting was considerably slower due to the use of resistance heating
instead of the high-power induction heating used in the CASQ. Analysis of
the high-speed film showed that the charge poured as a series of equally
spaced droplets and that there is an initial transient wherein the hot, liquid
metal heats the atomization disk prior to full disk wetting. The spatial and
time resolutions using this technique were insufficient to observe particle
formation or flight. Further descriptions of these experiments are found in
the following sections.
Prior to each Al-Cu atomization pour, the molten charge was
observed to be fluid with only a light oxidation layer, never a heavy slag,
atop the liquid. The post-atomization charge remaining in the crucible also
appeared to have only a light oxide layer.
For the zero-quench atomization, a thin, even skull was formed on
the atomization disk with only a few, small ligaments attached at the disk
edge (Fig. 16). A partial, thin skull formed during the one-quench
atomization, and virtually no skull formation was seen for any of the twoquench atomizations (Fig. 16).
After each experiment, powder and oil were found throughout the
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Figure 16. Atomization disks from the a) zero-quench, b) one-quench, and
c) two-quench atomization runs.
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atomization chamber (in the zero-quench case, there was no oil, but powder
coated nearly every surface in the atomizer). In the one- and two-quench
atomizations, pieces of partial skulls were often found, usually plugging the
pipe connecting the double cone to the powder collection can. Typically fine
powder was washed through to the collection can, while coarser powder
and skull fragments settled out in the connecting pipe.
Powders from each run appeared to be gray in color and semilustrous. Copper compositions for the powders are given in Table
2 and more detailed characteristics for each powder are given in the
following sections.

Table 2. Copper contents of the powder produced in this study (nominal
equilibrium composition = 32.7wt.%; measured charge
composition = 33.5wt.%).
run

copper content (wt.%)
(± lwt.%)

1 (zero-quench)

33.2

2 (one-quench)

33.3

3 (two-quench)

33.0

4 (two-quench)

32.7

5 (two-quench)

32.5

6 (two-quench)

33.3
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Zero-Quench Powder
Powder shape and size distribution
The particles which solidified in static Ar were predominantly
spherical (average of about 94% spheres for powder smaller than 300|im)
and have a relatively uniform size distribution (see Figs. 17 and 18). The
measured median particle size (240|im) was very close to the calculated
particle size (230|im) and the standard deviations were cri = 2.08 and cja =
2.00.

Microstructure
The zero-quench particles show predominantly a coarse eutectic
structure with uniform interlamellar spacings (see Fig. 19). Primary©
phase is seen in about one-fourth of the particles and it's presence is
consistent with the solidification at low undercooling of a hypereutectic
composition (such as was shown by chemical analysis). Eutectic colonies
are seen in half of the particles and many of the smaller particles (less than
ISO^m) show the two zone structure described by Mueller and Perepezko
(Ref. 47) (see Fig. 20). The volume fraction of Zone A (recalescence) in a
particle appears to increase with decreasing particle size, presumably due
to higher undercooling.
Interlamellar spacings and the corresponding solidification velocities
are plotted versus particle size in Fig. 21. Maximum, minimum, and
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SOOpm

200(jin

250|am

lOO^m

Figure 17. Zero-quench powders: a)-300+250pm, b)-2 12+180|im,
c) -106+90|im, and d) -53|im.
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Figure 18. Particle size distribution for the zero-quench particles
(presented as mass percent of particles below lOOOjim).
average values are plotted at each particle size to provide a visual indication
of the range of values in each particle size.

High-speed video recording
Excerpts from the high-speed video recording of the zero-quench
atomization are shown in Fig. 22. Only the first 15 seconds of the charge
pouring could be seen before the powder cloud became too dense. From
the video, it appears that the liquid metal did not pour as a continuous
stream, but rather as a series of consistently spaced droplets,

50 nm

'i. lOpm

Figure 19. Cross-sectional micrographs of zero-quenched powders: a)
390|jm, b) 234 jim, c) 118|im, and d) 26|im.
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Figure 20. Cross-sectional micrograph of a particle showing the two-zone
structure.
approximately 5mm in diameter. A noncontinuous stream was also
observed during the Ag atomization experiments.

One-Quench Powder
Powder shape and size distribution
Particles atomized using one quench spray were generally spheroidal
to ligamental in shape with an average of 3% spheres for particles
betweenSOO and ISOjam and 31% spheres for particles smaller than ISOjim
(Fig. 23). The measured median particle size was found to be equal to the
calculated value

(dso

= 240pim) and standard deviations calculated from Fig.

24 were ai = 1.60 and aa = 1.68.
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Figure 21. Interlamellar spacings, X , and corresponding solidification
velocities, Vs, for zero-quench particles.
Microstructure
Microstructures for the one quench particles fall into two main
categories: 1) uniform lamellar eutectic and 2) a combination of primary a
dendrites and eutectic. Particles in the first category often show evidence of
colony growth (approximately one-half of the particles) with
primary 0 phases sometimes appearing at the intercolony boundaries (in
about one-eighth of the cases).
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Idroplets

Figure 22. Video stills of the zero-quench atomization run showing the
intermittent charge pouring and droplets formed by impact with
the atomization disk.
Primaiy 0 phase was not seen in particles smaller than lOOum
diameter, although primaiy a phase was noted in about half of these. The
notable exception being a 177|im particle which had an array of a dendrites
limited to about one-third of the particle's volume. For the smaller
powders, the dendrites appeared uniformly throughout the particle interior.
Fig. 25 shows interlamellar spacings and corresponding solidification
rates for various particle sizes. Four of the thirty-nine one-quench particles
studied showed "quench banding" defined as an abrupt change in
interlamellar spacing, presumably due to the interaction of molten or semi-

SOnml

200Mm

100 pm

Figure 23. One-quench particles: a) -425+355|im, b) -250+212nm,
c) -90+75|im, and d) -63|jm.
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Figure 24. Particle size distribution for the one-quench particles (presented
as mass percent passing of particles below SOOum).
molten metal droplets with the quench sprays (see Fig. 26). There appears
to be no correlation between quench banding and particles size as the
diameters of particles showing this effect range from 400 to 30|im.

Electron microprobe analyses
Particles between 150 and ISOfim exhibiting a-Al dendrites were
examined by electron microprobe and wavelength dispersive spectroscopy
(WDS) to determine if copper segregation in the particles caused the
primary a-Al formation. Area scans were performed on multiple particles,
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Figure 25. Interlamellar spacings, X , and corresponding solidification
velocities, Vs, for one-quench particles.
analyzing both eutectic-only areas and areas of primary a dendrites with
interdendritic eutectic (Fig. 27). Table 3 illustrates the data gathered where
no apparent trend of Cu content and a-Al formation was revealed.
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Figure 26. Cross-section of one-quench particle (SO^im) showing possible
quench band.

20fim

20

Figure 27. Cross-sections of microprobe/WDS samples: a) eutectic-only
area and b) a dendrite and interdendritic eutectic area.
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Table 3. WDS data of copper composition for area scans of the indicated
microstructures.
phases in area

Cu composition (wt.%)

eutectic

35.6

eutectic

34.9

eutectic

34.7

a dendrite + eutectic

34.5

a dendrite + eutectic

35.1

a dendrite + eutectic

34.6

Differential thermal analyses
DTA results on two different size fractions of one-quench powders are
shown in Figs. 28, 29, and 30. After thermal analysis, the powders were
observed to be lightly sintered. Cross-sections of the 10°C/min.-with-hold
and the 30°C/min. powders are shown in Figs. 31 and 32.
From the DTA thermograms, it's apparent that the samples generally
experienced very little undercooling prior to the onset of nucleation
(maximum of 13°C in the 30°C/min., -500+425|im sample). Cooling curves
for the -500+425|im powders indicate a single nucleation temperature,
although small nucleation exotherms may be hidden within the single peak
shown. Micrographs of these large particles (Fig. 31) show a very coarse
lamellar structure with some indication of primary 0 dendrites. Maximum
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Figure 28. DTA heating and cooling curves for one-quench powders
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Figure 30. DTA heating and cooling curves for one-quench powders
(30°C/min.)-
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Figure 31. Cross-sections of -500+425fim DTA powders analyzed at a)
10°C/niin. with a one minute hold at SSS^C and b) 30°C/min.
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and minimum interlamellar spacings for these powders are given in Fig. 32.
(Note that the coarse structure of these particles sometimes makes it
difficult to decide which structures are lamellar and which are dendritic.
Some of the reported interlameUar spacings may actually be secondary
dendrite arm spacings.)
For the three samples of small diameter powder (-75+63nm), there
appear to be at least two and possibly three separate nucleation events
shown by the DTA results (indicated by arrows in Figs. 28, 29, and 30).
Fig. 32 shows that the microstructures in these particles vary from rather
coarse to relatively fine lamellae (although not as fine as the original as-

Figure 32. Cross-sections of -75+63nm DTA powders analyzed at a)
10°C/min. with a one minute hold at 538°C and b) 30°C/min.
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atomized microstructures). Maximum and minimum interlamellar spacings
are again plotted against particle diameter in Fig. 33.

Two-Quench Powder
Powder shape and size distribution
Due to ineffectual atomization {i.e., little to no disk wetting), the twoquench powders were almost entirely greater than 1mm in diameter,
making it unfeasible to perform a complete sieve analysis. Short
descriptions of the particulate from each of the four two-quench
atomizations are presented in Table 4 and sample particle morphologies
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Figure 33. Interlamellar spacings of DTA processed particles versus
particle size.
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Table 4. Descriptions of particulate from the two-quench atomization runs.

% of particulate in size range
Run

+ lOOOum

-lOOOjim

-250urn

general description

<1

59% of poured material

+250|am
1

39

1

formed a large mass;
particulate mostly 3-6mm
flattened spheres
2

29

3

<1

77% of poured material
formed a large mass

3

21

2

<1

77% of poured material
formed a large mass

4

36

11

2

51% of poured material
formed a large mass

are shown in Fig. 34.

Microstructure
The microstructures seen in the two-quench powders fall into two
major categories: 1) eutectic with a wide range of interlamellar spacings
(quench bands) and 2) eutectic of uniform spacing. Quench bands are
found in 27% of the two-quench powders, primarily in the largest particles
(down to about 200fim), although infrequently in smaller particles (see Fig.
35). Interlamellar spacings found in the fine-scale bands are three to seven
times smaller than those found in the material immediately preceding and

500tun

500(1111

200^m

100(iin

Figure 34. Particles from two-quench runs: a) -1000 +250jim, b)
-1000+250nm, c) -250+212^m, and d) -ISO+lSOjim.
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quench band

lOjim
Figure 35. Quench bands found in two-quench powders (particle is 245|im
in diameter).
succeeding the bands. This three to seven fold increase in lameUae density
translates to a 10 to 50 fold increase in solidification velocity.
Eutectic colonies are seen in 27% of the particles (again, usually
those larger than 200|im) often with large, apparently spherical, aaluminum phases at the intercolony boundaries (see Fig. 36). Primary 0
dendrites are seen in 18% of the particles and do not appear to correlate
with either the colonies or quench bands (Fig. 37).
Particles smaller than about 60|im typically contain eutectic with
uniform spacings (i.e., spacing varies by only a half order of magnitude Fig. 38), although there exist some larger particles with uniform eutectic
spacings and some small particles which show quench bands.
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colony

Figure 36. Two-quench particle (ISO^im) showing eutectic colony growth
with discrete a A1 nodules at the intercolony boundaries.

lOum
Figure 37. Typical primaiy 0 dendrites seen in the two-quench powders.
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Figure 38. Two-quench particle (94nm) exhibiting a uniform lamellar
structure.
InterlameUar spacings and solidification velocities for the two-quench
particles studied are given in Fig. 39.

Microprobe analysis
Particles such as shown in Fig. 40 were analyzed using WDS and an
electron microprobe to determine if the a-Al nodules seen within some
particles are supersaturated with Cu. The compositions of eight distinct aA1 nodules were measured and found to average about 9.0wt.% Cu, much
higher than the equilibrium solution limit of 2.5wt.% Cu at the eutectic
temperature. Measurements on other nodules, however, were ridiculously
high, ranging from 13 to 30wt.% Cu. Due to the fine size of the a phase
nodules, the probability of the electron beam overlapping with eutectic or 9
phase material is high. Such overlap would result in artificially high
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Figure 39. Interlamellar spacings, X , and corresponding solidification
velocities, Vs, for two-quench particles.
readings. The degree of supersaturation of the a-nodules is therefore still
undetermined.

a-Al nodules

20 (un
Figure 40. Two-quench particle (142^im) showing intercolony a-Al nodules.
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DISCUSSION

The intent of this research was to correlate a new centrifugal
atomization process with the particle morphologies and solidification
structures observed in powders produced using the technique.
Determining causal relationships between the atomization technique and
particles' formation and solidification is the first step in refining and
optimizing the atomizing equipment and procedures. To illustrate the
correlations between process and microstructure, we will first examine
liquid pouring and disintegration in the atomizer and then discuss the
particle morphologies and microstructures. Examinations of droplet
formation and solidification will suggest thermal histories which are then
used to describe how the observed microstructures may have evolved.

Stages of Liquid Atomization
As described previously, the charge material in the CASQ is melted in
a crucible above the atomization disk and is bottom-poured onto the rapidly
spinning disk. The liquid metal is disintegrated by the disk and the
droplets are cooled by contact with the inert atmosphere and sprays of
liquid quenchant. It is believed that the temperature of the liquid metal at
various stages in the atomization process is critical to the formation of
high-quality particles with desired microstructures. For example, if the
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liquid metal is too cold when striking the disk, the time required to heat the
disk using heat supplied by the Liquid metal (i.e., the initial transient time
prior to steady state operation) may be longer than the total pouring time.
An oversized skull {see Fig. 41) will result.

Charge pouring
From naked-eye observations of many CASQ experiments, it
appeared that the molten charge poured as a continuous liquid stream.
However, high-speed videos of the zero-quench run and multiple Ag
atomizations show that the molten charge pours not as a stream, but as a

Figure 41. Gadolinium atomized on tantalum disk: a) gross skull growth
beyond the disk periphery and b) gross skull growth beyond the
disk diameter and in the vertical direction.
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series of large droplets (Fig. 42). To gain understanding of the cause for
break-up of the poured metal stream, the stream stability was examined
from a fluid dynamics perspective.
A calculation of the predicted Rayleigh disintegration distance (the
"jet length") can be easily made using the equation
r
3We
z = d{-2.66 In Oh + 7.681 We° ^ + --— (Ref. 51). If we assume a typical AlL

Rc J

32.7wt.% Cu atomization experiment of the following parameters:
charge mass = 0.450 kg
round bottomed crucible with inside diameter = 0.049 m
and nozzle diameter, dn, = 0.003 m
nozzle loss, KL, = 0.5

Figure 42. Atomization runs showing discontinuous molten metal pouring:
a) Ag atomization and b) Al-32.7wt.% Cu atomization.
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nozzle contraction coefficient, Cc, = 0.67
liquid height in the above crucible, h, = 0.030 m
we can calculate the free jet length as follows.
1. Jet diameter
dj =

= 0.002 m

2. Velocity out of the bottom of the crucible (including a loss factor
for the sharp pour hole entrance)
2-9.81-^-0.03m
V=
= il
5
=0.63m/s
\l + K^
\
1 + 05
3. The Ohnesorge number
0.0022^^
°
' 7—:
— .05
\pd ,<y]
(
ks
N
>
33400.002m-0.99—
\
m
mJ
4. The Weber number
,
We =

kg
3340 — 0.63- 0.002m
y= 2.7
0.99
m

5. The Reynolds number

R e.
= ^

6. Jet length

3340-^-0.63-•0.002m
.
-""m^
^
=1913
N•s
^
0.0022m'
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z = (i\-2.66\viOh + 1.6Z^e°

3We

z = 0.002m(-2.66 In 9x10"^ -¥1.6^.1° 5 + 3-2.7 = 0.09 m.
1913
Note that the jet length will decrease as the liquid height in the crucible
decreases. At half the initial liquid height, the jet length is only 70% of the
initial jet length.
The actual distance between the bottom of the crucible and the disk
surface is 0.16 cm, so, theoretically, the initial liquid stream should break
into droplets about half-way to the atomization disk. At this time it has not
been determined if the discontinuous pouring is detrimental to the
atomization process, although it is felt that a continuous stream of liquid
would promote disk wetting by heating the disk more quickly (i.e., shorter
initial pouring transient) and minimizing the liquid surface area which
could oxidize and prevent wetting. Further discussion of disk wetting is
presented in the next section.
The metal pouring temperature, usually in terms of "superheat" (the
difference between the pouring temperature and the liquidus temperature),
is an important process parameter for particle production. If the metal is
poured with insufficient superheat, either no "skull" (solid charge buildup)
will form (as described below) or a large skull will form (see Fig. 41). A skull
which extends beyond the atomization disk will shift the mean particle
diameter to smaller values and, in a small chamber such as ours, may not
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allow sufficient time for solidification. Additionally, with inadequate
wetting, the skuU may break free of the atomization disk, causing another
transient period for the formation of a new skuU.
As evidenced by the zero-quench atomization skull, the superheat for
that atomization run was both sufficient and not excessive. The partial
skull from the one-quench experiment implies that the superheat may not
have been high enough to heat the atomization disk in the time allowed
given the added cooling effect of the oil spray. The lack of skull formation
for all of the two-quench atomizations also supports this idea. The question
remains as to whether the superheat could be increased enough in a twoquench run to enable disk wetting, yet still allow sufficient solidification
time in the CASQ chamber.

Disk wetting and skull formation
Wetting of a centrifugal atomizer disk by the molten charge is
necessary in order to force the liquid to attain the same speed as the
rapidly rotating disk. If the molten metal incompletely wets the atomization
disk, the liquid will experience only a fraction of the disintegration energy
required to form particles of the desired particle size. Incomplete wetting
may be caused by a cold or contaminated atomization disk or naturally low
wettability between the disk and liquid charge. When partial or no wetting
occurs, the metal stream will break into large droplets upon impact with
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the disk (see Fig. 43). These liquid fragments may disintegrate further due
to impact with the quench sprays, atomizer wall, or other fragments to form
particles of nonpredictable size.
The desired situation for centrifugal atomization is where the liquid
metal evenly coats the entire disk surface and forms a thin, solid layer on
the disk. At the beginning of a CASQ pour, the molten metal is striking a
cold disk and a transient situation exists where a certain amount of
material is wasted in heating the disk to a temperature where wetting may
begin. Fig. 44 shows a series of video frames illustrating how wetting
begins at the center of the disk (where the liquid is impacting) and spreads
towards the outer edge of the disk.

droplets

Figure 43. Video stills of the one-quench Al-32.7wt.% Cu atomization
showing a) a droplet of charge material prior to impact on the
atomization disk and b) droplets formed by the impact.
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Figure 44. Video captures of a silver atomization using a nickel disk: a) at
the beginning of the pour when the disk is still cold, b) the disk
is heating and the molten liquid is beginning to wet the disk, c)
most of the disk is Tiot' (obvious glowing is observed on the
video tape) and wetting has occurred over a large portion of the
disk, and d) photograph of the final disk after atomization is
complete.
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Analysis of the zero-quench atomization disk shows that a thin, even
skull of the Al-Cu charge formed, indicating good wetting. In the onequench case, the atomization disk was only partially wet by the liquid metal
and in the four two-quench experiments, there was very little or no wetting
observed.
Early experiments involving wetting of prospective disk materials
showed that the Al-Cu alloy would wet both Ni and Fe, but only if the oxide
layer on the surface of the molten globule could be penetrated. On the
possibility that the poor disk wetting shown for the one- and two-quench
atomization runs was due to oxidation of the liquid charge as it poured, a
toothed-disk (Fig. 45) was used for one of the two-quench atomizations to

y'

Figure 45. Toothed atomization disk used for a two-quench atomization.

facilitate penetration of the liquid charge "gobs" and allow unoxidized liquid
to contact the disk. Wetting did not seem to be enhanced by the use of the
toothed disk and it was concluded that oxidation was not the primary
barrier to disk wetting.
As stated previously, another possible cause for poor wetting is a
dirty atomization disk. It is apparent that an atomization disk in the
middle of a small chamber containing oil sprays will quickly become coated
with oil which may form a barrier between the liquid metal and the disk.
Even after the oil is pyrolized by the hot metal, the resulting product might
act as a barrier. With this in mind, all of the experiments were carried out
wherein the quenchant sprays were not started until the liquid charge was
seen to contact the atomization disk. This did not seem to promote wetting,
although it is probable that insufficient time was allowed for the disk to
heat prior to quenchant application.
Early atomization experiments with alloys of various pouring
temperatures showed that higher pouring temperatures generally resulted
in better wetting. At the time, this was believed to be due to the higher
temperatures burning the quenchant oil from the atomization disk and
leaving it clean. As was alluded to earlier, however, it is possible that the
oil is more detrimental due to the cooling it causes and that the real key to
good wetting {given a liquid metal/disk combination capable of wetting) is
heating the atomization disk quickly to a temperature sufficient for wetting.
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As a general observation, the author believes that the disk-to-spray
distance must be increased in order to shorten the transient time required
for disk heating and wetting by the molten charge.

Particle travel and solidification
Particles recovered from any atomization run should fall into three
categories: 1) those formed by liquid impacting the atomization disk, 2)
those formed by atomization from the disk (as per nominal operation), and
3) those formed due to primary droplet impact with the chamber,
quenchant, etc. regardless of how the primary droplet was formed (i.e., by
nominal atomization or disk impaction). The consequences of when or
where a particle was formed may be evident in the final particle size and
shape. For instance. Category 1 particles will be relatively large because
the impact energy is smaller than the typical disk disintegration energy.
These larger particles will have a greater likelihood of being nonspherical
due to their smaller surface-to-volume ratio and the high probability that
they will not fully solidify prior to impacting within the chamber.
Category 2 particles (i.e., those of predictable size) are smaller than
Category 1 particles and have a greater chance of being spherical since the
surface-to-volume ratio is higher and solidification should occur more
quickly due to faster heat transfer. Category 3 particles will show the
largest variation in size and shape since the impact energy may vary
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greatly, impact may occur to a partially solidified particle, and solidification
may occur anytime during or following disintegration. Even during optimal
atomization. Category 3 particles will be formed during the initial transient.
For many alloys atomized in the CASQ (especially those with higher melting
temperatures). Category 3 particles comprise the majority of the powder
produced, probably because the small size of the chamber does not allow
sufficient flight time for solidification. Also due to the small charge size
used in this study, up to one-third of the powder may be formed during the
initial transient while a skull is forming.
Particle shape (for a given alloy system; i.e., constant liquid
properties) is dependent on the amount of spherodization allowed before
solidification is completed. One possible limiter to spherodization is the
formation of an oxide on the liquid droplet, as this oxide "skin" would resist
the surface tension forces attempting to minimize surface area. Such an
effect was illustrated in Funke's work where Ag-15wt.% Cu (oxide forming)
atomized in air did not spherodize as well as pure Ag (nonoxide forming)
atomized in air (Ref. 5).
Spherodization is also controlled by the ratio of viscous to surface
tension forces; the surface tension of the liquid in contact with the
surrounding atmosphere is trying to minimize surface area (a sphere being
the smallest surface area to volume shape) while the viscous forces within
the droplet are resisting the fluid flow required to form a sphere. In the
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experiments documented here, the atmosphere was sufficiently oj^gen-free
to allow spherodization (e.g., the zero-quench particles) and the surface
tension and viscosity of the liquid are constant (although it is acknowledged
that changing the chamber atmosphere would change the surface tension
slightly).
One of the foremost questions raised during early experimentation
with the CASQ was whether the chamber allows sufficient time for
spherodization prior to solidification. Using Nichiporenko and Naida's
equation, t, =

hn'/j{R* - r * )
(Ref. 51), and assuming that the starting
41'^a

"droplet" is a cylinder with a length to diameter ration of 10 (as per
Nichiporenko and Naida), we calculate that a 200um Al-32.7wt.% Cu
droplet required 0.4 microseconds to spherodize. Assuming that the
cylindrical "droplet" formed at the disk and had a speed corresponding to
the tangential disk speed required to form a 200 micron droplet (-28 m/s),
the distance the particle traveled during spherodization was only 1.3x10-^
meters or 13 microns. Although this result seems (and probably is)
ridiculously smaU, it serves to illustrate the very short time required for
spherodization.
Based on the spherodization information presented here, it is
suggested that large deviations from sphericity (as in the one- and twoquench powders) are most likely due to impact with the quench sprays
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and/or the atomization chamber, and not because of a lack of
spherodization time. The author suggests that increasing the chamber
dimensions is a necessary first step in producing better powders (i.e.,
greater sphericity and a narrower size distribution). Again, increasing the
disk-to-spray distance and/or adjusting the quench spray velocities should
also encourage better atomization and particle shape.

Microstructural Analysis
Solidification velocity
The solidification velocities reported in the RESULTS section were
calculated from interlamellar spacing measurements in regions of uniform,
parallel eutectic. In the case of a particle showing consistent colony
formation, measurements were made in the center of the colonies where the
lamellae were mainly parallel.
Maximum, minimum, and average interlamellar spacings for all three
quench variations are plotted as a function of particle size in Fig. 46. From
these plots, we see that the larger particles showed greater variations in
interlamellar spacing, consistent with the idea that larger particles have
greater chances for multiple nucleation sites and that growth may occur at
different velocities. Conversely, the smaller particles (excepting the twoquench) showed greater variations in solidification velocity because of their
generally finer structure affecting the squared term in the velocity equation,
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Figure 46. Maximum, minimum, and average interlamellar spacings, X , for
the zero-, one-, and two-quench powders versus particle
diameter. Solid lines connect the average values.
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r.=!?^(Fig.47).
The maximum spacings for t±ie three atomization configurations
decrease with quenching. That is, the zero-quench particles exhibited the
largest spacing, the one-quench particles the next largest, and the twoquench particles had the smallest maximum spacing. Since velocity runs
inverse to spacing, the maximum solidification velocity was highest for the
two-quench with the one- and zero-quench particles following in that order.
Statistically, there is too much scatter in the plotted spacing and
velocity data to see further trends; perhaps this could be remedied with a
larger sample population. An interesting trend, however, is revealed when
the interlamellar spacing ranges (differences between the maximum and
minimum spacings measured for a given particle) are plotted versus particle
size for the two-quench powders (see Fig. 48). Ignoring the largest particle,
it is apparent that there is a sharp drop in the spacing range occurring at
about the 130|im particle diameter. This particle size is also the cut-off
below which quench bands were not seen in the two-quench powder. The
implication here is that particles less than ISOjim in diameter solidified
completely prior to reaching the first quench spray.
To test this hypothesis, we will calculate the heat transfer rate
required to solidify a 130um droplet travelling 50mm (distance between the
disk edge and the first quench spray) through Ar gas. We will then
compare this value to the calculated heat transfer rate. The following
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assumptions are made:
the liquid droplet leaves the disk at the eutectic temperature = 548°C
the droplet solidifies at the eutectic temperature (no undercooling)
all latent heat is transferred to the Ar which is at 25°C
the droplet is moving at the disk tangential speed = 21m/s
latent heat of fusion,

Hl, = 341 J

/g

the liquid droplet mass, mp, = 3.84x10-® g
flight time, t, = (0.05m)/(21m/s) = 0.0024s.
The total heat evolved through particle solidification is then:
Hs =

mp X Hl

= (3.84x10* 6 g) • (341 J/g) = 1.3xl0-3J.

The heat transfer rate for the particle to the atmosphere is found by:
H = -hcAAT = -(0.48J/cm2Ks)-(5.3x10-4 cma)-(523K)
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H = -0.13J/s (negative indicated heat loss)
Hs = H-t = (0.13J/s)-(0.0024s) = 3.12xl0-'» J

This is only 24% of the latent heat evolved, and should disprove our theoiy.
However, it is possible (and probable) that the space between the disk edge
and the first quench spray is not Ar-only, but mixture of Ar and droplets of
quench oil. By calculating the ideal heat transfer coefficient which would
just solidify a ISOjim particle in the distance allowed, one finds that this
coefficient may be realized with a mixture of 2/3 Ar and 1/3 PDMS, thus
supporting the theory of a quenchant fog existing in the disk-to-spray
space.

Uniform lamellar and colony eutectics
After reviewing the studies by Kraft and Albright (Ref. 38) and
Chadwick (Ref. 39), it is not surprising that the present research noted the
formation of eutectic colonies. Although the starting materials were
considered to be "high-purity," they were certainly not of zone-refined
quality. Impurities may also have been introduced during the initial
casting, crushing/cutting of the cast ingots, or during secondary melting.
In fact, ICP-AES analysis of the one-quench powder revealed an iron
composition of 0.2wt.%.
What is significant about the formation of the eutectic colonies is that
they formed in some particles but not in others. Assuming that the
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impurities causing colony formation were evenly distributed throughout the
liquid charge, the probable explanation is that the G/Vs ratio which was
shown to govern (or at least predict) colony formation differed for many of
the particles. Since some of the dichotomization is seen in particles with
very similar solidification velocities, it is hypothesized that the thermal
gradient was different for the particles in question.

Primary 9 phase
Because of the Cu-rich composition of the charge material (0.8wt.%
greater than the published, equilibrium value), the formation of primary
AlaCu (0) was not unexpected. Primaiy 9 occurred variously as small
amounts of coarse dendrites or cells, either with eutectic growing directly
from the dendrite/cell, or as discrete bodies apparently independent of the
eutectic matrix.
The presence of primary 9 would seem to indicate solidification
outside of the coupled eutectic zone (see Fig. 10), i.e., at a low undercooling.
The relatively slow cooled DTA samples, however, show little 0 primaiy
phase, implying that the primary 9 seen in the as-atomized particles may be
due to a kinetic effect wherein the a phase could not nucleate quickly
enough to form a coupled eutectic. If the existence of primaiy 0 was merely
due to slow cooling and low undercooling, we would expect more in the DTA
samples.
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Alpha aluminum nodules
The discrete a-aluminum nodules seen in the intercolony regions of
two-quench particles were not encountered in any of the literature reviewed
for this research. The growth of this phase was either prior to eutectic
solidification or it grew from the last, intercolony Liquid at the end of the
particle's solidification. Possible scenarios are described below.
For the case of a growth prior to eutectic solidification, there are
three plausible explanations: 1) the particle was Al-rich, 2) a-aluminum
nucleated prior to the eutectic due to the presence of impurities in the melt,
or 3) the impurities present in the melt were sufficient to skew the ternary
eutectic to a higher copper concentration, thus making our alloy Al-rich.
In the first instance, the particle could only be Al-rich if there was
significant segregation in the bulk liquid (improbable) or if segregation was
induced by impact of the particle while mushy (see Primary a-Al dendrites
section for further discussion). Since the particles exhibiting the a nodules
appear to be near-spherical with no serious microstructural discontinuities,
it is doubtful that mushy impact was a factor.
For the second case, impurities segregated by colony formation may
have promoted the nucleation of the a phase in the intercolony region.
Neither WDS nor EDS were able to locate impurities in the a nodules, the
intercolony regions, or any other area of the particle. Further study of this
system (possibly by transmission electron microscopy) would be required to
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determine if this is truly the cause.
The third hypothesis is that primaiy alpha formed because the Al-Cuimpurity ternary eutectic exists at a lower Al:Cu ratio (i.e., higher Cu) than
the Al-Cu binary eutectic. Our presumably Cu-rich particles would cross
the binary/temaiy eutectic valley and become Al-rich as Fe is added.
Below we show evidence that the impurity causing colony growth is Fe and,
looking at the temaiy Al-Cu-Fe phase diagram (Figs. 49 and 50), one sees
that Fe has little effect in changing the Al:Cu ratio for the eutectic

a. FeAl3
b. Fe2Al5
c. FeAl2
d. binary eutectic
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Figure 49. Partial isothermal section of the Al-Cu-Fe phase diagram (after
Ref. 52 - reference shows isotherm to be at 600°C, but it
appears to actually be at 548°C).
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Figure 50. Partial liquidus projection of the Al-Cu-Fe system (after Ref. 53).
valley. Also, the growth of primary a in such a nodular form would be
surprising given the presumably primary a dendrites seen in the zeroquench powders. The a nodule morphology also discourages either of the
first two explanations.
Given the above arguments, it appears most likely that the a nodules
formed from the last liquid present between the eutectic colonies. During
solidification of the particle, the intercolony liquid is becoming enriched in
impurities as the solidifying eutectic pushes out the impurity. It is possible
that a temaiy phase could form in this last liquid and act as a nucleant for
a-Al. This would mean that, given impurities such as seen here, the
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coupled zone would not exist due to nucleation barriers as alpha will not
nucleate 0). This theory, however, relies on the existence of a highly
nonlypical situation since, as stated previously, no primary a-Al phases
such as these were discussed in the reviewed literature.

F^mary g-Al dendrites
Many of the arguments used to explain the formation of a intercolony
phases may also apply to the formation of primaiy a dendrites. According
to the phase diagrams and the measured bulk composition, one expects the
formation of either primary theta phase or coupled eutectic {depending on
the undercooling). It is possible to form an uncoupled eutectic at very high
undercoolings if the coupled zone is skewed such as shown in Fig. 7. To a
first approximation, a skewed coupled zone exists if one of the eutectic
phases is faceting. Mueller and Perepezko's diagram (Fig. 10), however,
shows an unskewed coupled zone. In order to apply this test to the Al-Cu
system, we will calculate the dimensionless entropy of fusion, Sf, for both
the A1 and 0 phases.
Typically, if Sr is greater than 2, the structure tends toward faceted
growth, and the coupled zone will be skewed towards the faceted phase.
From Kurz and Fisher (Ref. 22), Sr = AHm/RgT where AHm is the latent heat
of fusion, Rg is the gas constant, and T is the solidification temperature.
The following values were obtained from SmitheU's (Ref. 54):
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Al: AHm = 10,470 J/mol at T = 933K
AI2CU: AHm = 12,600 J/mol at T = 870K
Using these values we calculate Sr for solidification at Teut as follows:
^Ai _
_
10,4707/wo/
^J^
^ ~ R J i^.2\SJImol• K)ip.\K)
^Aucu ^ ^n. ^
12,600J/mol
^J g
^
R^T {S.3l5J/molKX^2lK)
With both Sf values being less than 2, neither phase is expected to grow
faceted and one would expect the coupled zone to be symmetrical as shown
by Mueller and Perepezko (Ref. 47).

Quench bands
Many of the two-quench particles contain eutectic wherein an abrupt
transition occurs from one eutectic spacing to a significantly finer spacing.
These sudden reductions in spacing correlate to rapid increases in
solidification velocity and are believed to be due to rapid heat extraction
from the molten metal droplets by the liquid quenching sprays. Only 10%
of the few one-quench particles studied showed a similar, singular quench
band and none were seen in the zero-quenched particles.
One would presume that this theory of quench band formation could
be verified by calculating the distance between quench sprays using the
measured distance between quench bands and the calculated solidification
velocity. Fig. 51 shows a region of a 245|im, two-quench particle exhibiting
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Figure 51. Quench band separation area of a two-quench particle (245^m).

quench bands. The distance between the arrows is approximately 15|im
and the solidification velocity calculated in that area is 1 lOOjim/s. The
time required to solidify this area (presumably between the quench
curtains) is then 0.014s. Assuming that the particle is still travelling at a
tjrpical atomization disk tangential velocity (e.g., 21m/s), the calculated
distance between the spray curtains is then 0.29m whereas the actual
separation is 0.05m. Conversely, we can calculate the apparent velocity
using the known quench spray separation and obtain 3.6m/s.
The difference between the measured and calculated spray
separations is about 6 fold. Such a discrepancy may be attributable to
thermal lag, sectioning angle, or a change in flight velocity or trajectory due
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to interaction between the droplet and the first quench spray. As stated
above, the formation of quench bands is most likely due to heat extraction
by the quench sprays as the bands are seen regularly in the two-quench
powders and not at all in the zero-quench. Further research is required to
confirm this hypothesis.

Differential Thermal Analyses
The DTA thermograms shown in Figs. 26-28 allow one to correlate
observed microstructures with a known cooling rate. The three heating
thermograms for the -500+425um powders indicate a single melting event
with an onset at 546°C for the 10°C/min. analyses and at 551°C for the
30°C/min. analysis. The discrepancies from the reported eutectic
temperature (548°C) are likely due to impurity effects and, in the 30°C/min.
case, thermal lag as the DTA is calibrated for operation at 10°C/min.
Peaks indicated in the smaller powder cooling thermograms (Figs. 26,
27, and 28) define two and possibly three separate nucleation events. This
indication is verified by the particle microstructures which show coarse and
fine structures indicative of dissimilar nucleation temperatures (Fig. 32).
The DTA sample microstructures are veiy similar regardless of
particle size or processing parameters. The majority of particles contain
coarse eutectic, often with a discontinuous morphology (Figs. 31 and 32). A
number of particles contain what appear to be primary a phases
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surrounded by 9 haloes very much like were seen in the two-quench,
intercolony regions. The presence of the 0 haloes suggests that the a
regions formed prior to the eutectic and by a different nucleation
mechanism. Unlike the as-atomized particles, the DTA processed particles
do not exhibit colony structures, yet presumably still contain the same
impurities which caused colony formations. The presence of such a-Al
nodules in the DTA powders supports the idea that their formation is due to
the Fe impurity.
An additional phase was noted in some of the DTA processed
particles and appears to be present regardless of particle size or cooling
rate. The phase (shown in Fig. 52) appears facetted and plate-like and,
because of it's spatial relationship to the other phases, is believed to have
formed prior to the a and eutectic phases. A further description of this
phase may be found in the Microprobe Analyses section.

Microprobe Analyses
The unknown phase found in the DTA samples was examined using
WDS and a microprobe electron microscope. While no measurable
impurities were found during WDS or EDS of the as-atomized particles,
examination of the unknown phase seen in the DTA samples showed its
composition to be approximately 71% Al, 22% Cu, and 7% Fe. The ternary
Al-Cu-Fe phase diagram (Figs. 50 and 51) indicates that this phase is the
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Figure 52. DTA processed particles (30°C/niin) showing the faceting
temaiy phase: a) 372mn and b) -75+63|im.
AlyCUiFe intermetallic compound. WDS examination of the 0 and a phases
near the AlyCuiFe plates still did not detect Fe. A BSE image of a typical
DTA particle is shown in Fig. 53 along with Cu and Fe composition maps.
To determine what effect this phase has on the solidification of the Al32.7wt.% Cu alloy requires further research, although preliminaiy
conjecture is that the temaiy phase may promote the nucleation of a-Al.
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Figure 53. DTA processed particle (-75+63jim - 30°C/min.): a) backscattered electron micrograph, b) Cu composition map, and c)
Fe composition map.
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CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of tiiis research was to correlate observed particle size,
shape, and solidification structures with the CASQ process which produced
the particles. Once hypotheses were developed as to how the atomization
process affected the particle characteristics, adjustments could be made to
the atomizer in order to enhance those characteristics.
In the experiment where the liquid quench sprays were not used,
atomization appeared to occur in a model manner (as represented by the
ideal skull formation) and the resulting particles were found to be of a
predictable size and highly spherical shape. Use of the liquid sprays
seemed to be detrimental to the atomization process as they cooled and/or
contaminated the atomization disk, thus preventing disk wetting and model
atomization. The liquid metal was found to pour discontinuously rather
than as a continuous stream as was believed. However, this does not
appear to be a major factor affecting atomization.
Average eutectic solidification velocities in the Al-32.7wt.% Cu alloy
ranged from 200 to 6000nm/s with some velocities below IOO|im/s and a
small number over 10,000nm/s. A general trend was observed among the
zero- and one-quench particles where the solidification velocity increased
with decreasing particle size. Such a trend seems typical in powder
solidification where smaller particles experience higher cooling rates due to
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their higher surface area-to-volume ratios.
Solidification velocities calculated for the two-quench particle
microstructures, on the other hand, were nearly constant, and five to ten
fold greater than the zero- and one-quench velocities. Such a significant
increase in solidification velocity is attributed to the higher heat extraction
related to liquid quenching. Further evidence is found in the quench bands
residing in many of the two-quench particles wherein the interlamellar
spacing decreased over a distance of less than one micron to a spacing two
to seven times smaller than the immediately preceding spacing. The finer
spacing existed over a distance of 10-20 microns and then increased again
to the original spacing. Such a spacing decrease relates to a solidification
velocity increase of approximately five to fifty fold. Although the particle
flight distance calculated using the quench band separation was not
conclusive, it is believed that the quench bands seen in the two-quench
powders are due to interaction with the two liquid quench sprays.
Two-quench particles smaller than ISO/im diameter are proposed to
have solidified prior to reaching the first quench spray. The result of a
calculation of the distance required to solidify a 130nm particle suggests
that the quench sprays produced a quenchant fog in the atomization
chamber which provided additional particle cooling.
A sample calculation for a 26^m, zero-quench particle exhibiting a
recalescent structure indicates that the particle undercooled approximately
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190°C prior to nucleation. Undercooling (as evidenced by recalescent
microstructures) was seen primarily in zero-quench particles, suggesting
that the quenchant sprays decreased the chances for significant
undercooling (i.e., provided surface nucleation).
The occurrence of eutectic colonies was attributed to the presence of
Fe, probably introduced when the starting ingots were cut into pieces. The
variable presence of colonies in particles of similar solidification rate is
believed to be due to variations in thermal gradient during solidification. It
was suggested, but not proven, that the Fe impurity increased the kinetics
of a-Al and/or decreased the kinetics of 0 phase nucleation and thereby
allowed primaiy a dendrites and nodules to form prior to eutectic
nucleation. Further research is required to establish how the Fe impurity
and/or an Al-Cu-Fe ternary phase enhances a nucleation.
One-quench particles in two size ranges (-500+425um and 75+63|im) were analyzed by DTA at heating and cooling rates of 10 and
30°C/s. The maximum observed undercooUng was about 50°C and
multiple nucleation events were obvious in the smaller powder size.
Solidification velocities calculated for the DTA powders ranged from 2 to
110|i/s, 100 to 1000 times slower than for the as-atomized particles. This
supports the hypothesis that the high cooling rate of the spray quenching
process promotes rapid solidification, but not a propensity for high
undercoolings, especially in large droplets.
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If further development of this atomizer is continued, the author
suggests that the particle/quenchant interaction must be studied more
thoroughly to determine if the metal droplets are deformed by the quench
sprays. If such is the case, perhaps the quench sprays should be replaced
with a quench fog which might have less effect on particle deformation and
also provide more consistent, rapid cooling. Also, the problem of
inadequate disk wetting must be solved. As alluded to earlier, such a
solution may be as simple as increasing the disk-to-spray distance to
prevent quenchant from cooling or contaminating the atomization disk.
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